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Phase Noise Reduction by Self-Phase
Locking in Semiconductor Lasers
Using Phase Conjugate Feedback
Lykke Petersen, Ulrik Gliese, and Torben Norskov Nielsen

Abstruct- A theoretical analysis of the behavior of the frequency/phase noise of semiconductor lasers with external phase
conjugate feedback is presented. It is shown that the frequency
noise is drastically reduced even for lasers with butt-coupled
phase conjugate mirrors. In this laser system, the phase noise
takes a finite-low value corresponding to a state of first-order
self-phase locking of the laser. As a result, the spectral shape of
the laser signal does not remain Lorentzian but collapses around
the carrier to a delta function with a close to carrier noise level
of less than -137 dBcMz. The total phase variance of this laser
signal, in a 20 GHz noise bandwidth, is less than 0.002 rad'.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the phase front reversal property of the phase conjugate
mirror where k describes the wave vector.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ANY coherent optical systems such as optical communication systems, optical microwave subcarrier systems, optical signal-processing systems, and optical measurement systems require lasers with very low phase noise. At the
same time, the use of semiconductor lasers are desirable in
many of these applications since they are compact and have
potential for monolithic optoelectronic integration. Semiconductor lasers, however, have a significant amount of phase
noise, i.e., linewidths in the order of 10 kHz to 100 MHz.
Methods for efficient reduction of this phase noise are therefore
very important.
Direct phase noise reduction has been obtained by conventional external optical feedback from long external cavities
[I], by locking to atomic lines [2], and by locking to interferometers [3]. Indirect phase noise reduction has been obtained
in dual laser signal applications by noise correlation using
frequency shifting [4], by optical injection locking [5], and
by optical phase locking [6]. Here, we investigate the use of
optical phase conjugate feedback (PCF) to obtain direct phase
noise reduction in semiconductor lasers.
The use of external PCF in semiconductor lasers have
gained an increasing interest. This is because the reflected
beam from the external phase conjugate mirror (PCM), due
to phase reversal, traces exactly back along the incoming
beam as shown in Fig. 1. The consequence of this is a
mechanically much more stable system which within certain
limits is self-aligning [7]. In this respect, the PCM has, until
now, been used for implementation of mechanically stable
Manuscript received March 22, 1994.
The authors are with the Center for Broadband Telecommunications, Electromagnetics Institute, Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark,
DK-2800.
IEEE Log Number 9403497.

external cavity semiconductor lasers [SI, [9] as well as for
efficient and mechanically stable injection locking of laser
diode arrays [ 1014 121.
The theoretical analysis of semiconductor lasers with PCF
is still sparse and many aspects need to be analyzed. Until
now, aspects of semiconductor laser far field characteristics
[13], dynamics [14]-[17], and noise [16]-[19] have been
analyzed in connection with PCF from long (centimeters
to meters) external cavities. In this paper, we contribute to
the understanding of both DFB and Fp semiconductor lasers
with extemal PCF by performing an analysis of the phase
noise behavior considering both long and short (submillimetre)
extemal cavity lengths.
Following the basic theory of phase conjugate resonators
[7], it should be possible to obtain an improved frequencylphase noise performance of semiconductor lasers using
PCF. Here, it is shown that even for butt-coupled PCMs, the
PCF drastically reduces the phase noise of the semiconductor
laser corresponding to a state of first-order self-phase locking.
This results in a significant spectral narrowing yielding a very
clean carrier peak with a noise level of less than - 137 dBc/Hz
at carrier offset frequencies well below the laser relaxation
oscillation.
The paper is outlined as follows. In Section 11, the basis
of the theoretical analysis is described. Based on this, the
expression for the frequency noise of the laser system is
described in Section I11 while the derivation is given in
Appendix A. In Section IV, the results of the calculations
on the frequencylphase noise are presented and discussed.
Finally, in Section V, conclusions are drawn. Appendix B
gives an overview of the semiconductor laser data used for
the calculations.
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The differential gain functions are given as
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where vg is the group velocity and g is the modal gain for
which we use the model
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the analyzed semiconductor DFB laser with extemal
feedback from either a conventional mirror or a phase conjugate mirror.

The analyzed laser system consists of a DFB laser with an
optional extemal cavity, as shown in Fig. 2. The length of the
DFB laser is given by lint and the length of the external cavity
is given by Zext which gives a roundtrip time of T. Further,
the left and right facet amplitude reflectivities are given by T I
and r Z ,respectively. The feedback from the external cavity
is either from a conventional mirror (M) or from a phase
conjugate mirror (PCM). In both cases, the feedback fraction
is given by 7-3. The theoretical analysis of the system is
based on a single-mode transmission-line description which
is an extension of [20]. In this paper, only relatively weak
feedback fractions ( ~ 35 0.3) from the extemal cavity are
considered, so that multiple reflections in the extemal cavity
can be neglected. Further, the PCM is assumed ideal with
instantaneous response generated by degenerate four-wave
mixing in a nonlinear medium.
As shown in Fig. 2, the electrical field in the internal laser
cavity is divided into a left and right traveling field, and the
reference plane at z = 0 is taken to be just inside the laser
facet. Using this formalism, the boundary condition related to
the left facet is described by a dynamic field equation:

1

(1)

where A N ( t ) = N ( t ) - N, is the deviation of the carrier
density from the stationary carrier density N,, and F ( t ) is
a Langevin noise function. The effective amplitude reflection
coefficient for the left facet T L takes both the actual facet
reflection r1 and the distributed Bragg reflection into account.
Further, TL is independent of the extemal cavity and is defined
as described in [20]. The parameter f D is given by
fD

1

=
j-

dW

In

TL

- ^IW

dw
( w - NO) - > ( N
dN

(7)
Normally, the boundary condition related to the right facet
is described by the use of an effective right-facet reflection
coefficient [20]. However, this is not possible in the case of
external PCF. Instead, the boundary condition is described
using two reflection contributions, one for the right facet at
time t and one for the external mirror at time t - T . In this
analysis, the boundary condition related to the right facet
is divided into two cases. In the case of feedback from a
conventional mirror, the boundary condition is given as

+ ~ g ( l - r$)A+(t

A - ( t ) = r2u+(t)

+

1 jTG,

- T)e-jWT.

(8)

The boundary condition in the case of feedback from a PCM
becomes quite different due to the phase conjugation that takes
place in the PCM

+

A-(t) = rzA+(t) r g ( l

- T i ) A f * ( t- T)e-j4PCM. (9)

The term $PCM is a constant phase shift occurring at the PCM.
Since constant, it has no influence on the phase noise behavior
and is therefore, for simplicity, assumed zero.
A complete single-mode description of the laser system in
Fig. 2 is obtained by combining (1) as well as (8) or (9) with
the rate equation for the carrier density

Here, I is the injected current, V, the volume occupied by the
carriers, R(N ) is the total rate of spontaneous recombinations
per unit volume, FN(t) is the Langevin noise function for
the carriers, and P ( t ) is the number of photons in the laser
waveguide in the lasing mode given as

where
1+ j a
1

(6)

dn

and the parameter C is given as
C=

2

- No))

where NO is the carrier density at transparency, and
YN,~,,
w,(No), and dw,/dN are constants. Finally, the
linewidth enhancement factor CY is given as

11. THEORETICAL DESCRIP~ON
OF
THE ANALYZED LASERSYSTEM

+ -CGNAN(t)Az
2
+F(t)

g ( w , N )= y N ( N - N O )

'
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Here, ng is the group refractive index, n ( w , N ) is the real
refractive index and the function Z,(z) is an independent solution to the homogeneous wave equation and is decomposed
into a right- and left-traveling component 2; and 2,.
The analysis mainly focuses on DFB semiconductor lasers
with weak external feedback. However, the presented model
is easily adapted to deal with FP semiconductor lasers simply by setting the coupling coefficient, which is present
to zero. Further, the model can be adapted to
in Z,(z),
treat the case of strong external feedback. This is done
by expanding the boundary condition related to the right
facet, (8) or (9), to incorporate the desired number of multiple reflections. In this case, however, the derivation of
the frequency fluctuation spectrum becomes very complex,
and, as shown in Section IV, multiple reflections will not
contribute any influence in laser system that turns out to
be optimum.
Using the aforementioned transmission line model, the
expression for the frequency fluctuation spectrum can be
derived as described in Section 111.

In (13) and (14), the characteristic functions of the laser
system fully describe the influence of the combined laser
cavity' on both the intensity and phase noise of the laser
system in the frequency domain around steady state w,. These
functions are derived in Appendix A and constitute the main
result of the theoretical description presented here. As seen in
(13), the characteristic functions only operate on the photon
intensity and phase, and they describe the influence of the
combined cavity on
fi:Intensity noise;

f2

f 3 : Intensity to phase converted
f4

Here, R,, is the spontaneous emission rate into the lasing
mode and D ( s ) is the determinant of the matrix in (13).

.,"I

= Re(g1) - 0.57-3(1 . {g2e-3(Ws+Wb)T + g;e-j(ws-wh)r

f1,M = f4,M

= f3,M = - h ( g 1 )

1

(15)

+ 0.5jr3(1 - r22 )

. { -g2e-3(Us+wb)T

111. FREQUENCY
FLUCTUATION
SPECTRA

where s = j w b and wb is the angular frequency offset
from the stationary angular frequency w,. Further, C, and
C; are the real and imaginary parts of C (3), and TR is the
relaxation oscillation time constant. The functions fi - f4
are characteristic functions of the laser system. From the
aforementioned system of equations, the following expression
for the double-sideband frequency fluctuation spectrum is
derived following the procedure of [21]:

noise;

: Phase noise.

For a semiconductor laser with external feedback from a
conventional mirror these functions can be shown to be

f2,M

In order to investigate the phase-noise behavior of semiconductor lasers with PCF, it is necessary to derive an expression
describing the frequency fluctuation spectrum and thereby
the phase fluctuation spectrum. This is done in Appendix
A for semiconductor lasers with external PCF. As will be
shown, it turns out that the expression for the frequency
fluctuation spectrum of the laser with external PCF is quite
similar to that of the laser with external conventional feedback. However, as shown in the following, the behavior is
very different.
The frequency fluctuation spectrum of semiconductor lasers
is found from the linearized set of Laplace transformed rate
equations

: Phase to intensity converted noise;

+

*

g2e

-j(Ws-ub)T

1

(16)

while the characteristic functions for an external cavity with
a PCM are

+

f2,PCM

=Re(gl) - 0.5r3(1 - Ti){gz g;}e-jwbr
(17)
= - Im(g1) 0.5jr3(1- ~,"){g2- g;}e-jwbT

f3,PCM

(18)
= -Im(gI) - 0.5jr3(1- ri){g2 - ga}e-jwhT(19)

f4,PCM

=Re(gl) -k 0.5r3(1 - Ti){@

f1,Pw

+

+ g2+}e-jUbT. (20)

In all of these characteristic functions, 91 and g2 are given as
91 = f D ( 1 - T L r 2 )
g2 = fDrL.

(21)
(22)

As seen, the characteristic functions of the two laser-systems
have the same structure, and in both cases, the behavior of a
semiconductor laser without external feedback is obtained by
setting 7-3 to zero.
A major dissimilarity in the characteristic functions of
the two systems is the absence of the steady-state angular
frequency ws in the case of PCF. This result is due to the
nature of the PCM which ensures that the steady oscillation
condition is always fulfilled.
In the case of feedback from a conventional mirror, the
characteristic functions are two-by-two alike, cf . (15) and
(16). This means that the cavity has equal influence on
intensity noise and phase noise. However, this is not the case
for the system with PCF. The PCM, if ideal, compensates
the photon phase fluctuations, without affecting the photon
intensity, so that the phase state, at all times, fulfills the steadystate oscillation condition. This results in a sign change of
the external cavity part of f3, f4 as compared to f 2 , fl. A
significant reduction of the phase noise is expected, whereas

'

The combined cavity incorporates both the internal and extemal cavity of
the laser system but not the influence of the gain medium
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Fig. 3. Frequency fluctuation spectral density versus carrier offset for a
solitary DFB laser, a DFB laser with conventional feedback from a long
cavity and a DFB laser with phase conjugate feedback from a long cavity.

only the intensity noise originating from phase to intensityconverted noise will be reduced. The latter assumption agrees
well with the results obtained in [16] and [19] on intensity
noise in phase conjugated laser systems.
In the remaining part of this paper we discuss the significance of the aforementioned results on the laser phase
noise behavior by investigating the frequency fluctuation spectrum as well as the phase fluctuation spectrum for various
configurations of the laser system in Fig. 2.
I v . bWLUENCE OF PHASE CONJUGATE
FEEDBACK ON LASERPHASE NOISE
Comparing the characteristic functions of the external cavity
for the two different configurations, we expect a significant
difference in their phase noise behavior. To investigate this
aspect, we calculate both the frequency fluctuation spectrum
S,( f b ) and the phase fluctuation spectrum S+(fb) for different
configurations of the system in Fig. 2.
Here, these spectra are depicted as single-sideband spectra
in the frequency domain as found from the double sideband frequency fluctuation spectrum in the angular frequency
domain (14)
(23)

A bulk 1.55 pm InGaAsP DFB semiconductor laser of
length lint = 400pm with cleaved facets, i.e., T I = 7-2 =
0.6 is used for the investigations. All material parameters
of this laser are given in Appendix B. In the following,
this laser is investigated with and without external feedback
for a bias current of twice the threshold unless otherwise
stated. Throughout this paper, threshold is that of the entire
laser system.
The frequency fluctuation spectral density of the solitary
laser is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the laser has a linewidth,
as found at zero frequency offset, of AV = R . Sf(0) =
R . 1.9 . lo6 = 6 MHz. The linewidth enhancement factor
(Y given by the relation 1
a2 = Sf(O)/Sf(oa),
is found
to be 4.4. Finally, the relaxation oscillation frequency, fR,
of 5.5 GHz is read at the peak in the frequency fluctuation

+

4

8

12

16

20

Camer offset frequency [GHzl

c a r r i offw
~
frequency [GHz]

Fig. 4. Frequency fluctuation spectral density versus carrier offset for a
solitary DFB laser, a DFB laser with conventional feedback from a short
cavity, and a DFB laser with phase conjugate feedback from a short cavity.

spectrum. In the remaining part of this paper, it is investigated
how the frequency noise of this laser behaves when either
conventional external feedback or external PCF are applied.
Long cavity configurations of several centimeters length are
typically used in conventional external cavity semiconductor
lasers. Frequency fluctuation spectra of such a 10 cm external
cavity laser with either conventional feedback or PCF of equal
feedback fraction, ~3 = 0.2 are also shown in Fig. 3. It is
seen that in the case of conventional feedback, a quite typical
behavior is obtained. The linewidth of the laser is reduced to
25 kHz, and resonance peaks appear with a spacing determined
by a multiple of the external cavity roundtrip time. It turns
out, that the laser with PCF behaves quite differently. At low
frequencies, the frequency noise drops towards zero due to
the phase compensating nature of the PCM. A downward shift
of the position of the resonance peaks by a factor of two
is observed at low frequency-offsets. Further, an appearance
of additional resonance peaks, that, in frequency, corresponds
to a multiple of twice the external cavity roundtrip time, is
observed at high frequency-offsets. This atypical behavior is
attributed to the fact that a laser cavity with a PCM supports
double roundtrip modes [7].
The special low-frequency behavior of the long-cavity phase
conjugate laser leads us to investigate the same configuration for extremely short external cavities (Zext = 100pm)
corresponding to a butt-coupled PCM. The frequency noise
behavior of this type of lasers are shown in Fig. 4 for the
cases of conventional feedback and PCF, respectively. It is
clearly seen that the PCF drastically reduces the frequency
noise below the relaxation oscillation frequency. This phenomenon occurs because the PCM reverts the phase and
thereby tracks the phase fluctuations within the PCM response
bandwidth.
Since the PCM here is assumed ideal with instantaneous
response, it might be expected that the PCM should reduce
all the frequency noise. However, as seen, this is not the
case. The PCM compensates the phase state of the photons
to correct for the frequency noise which is induced by the
spontaneous carrier recombinations. This can, naturally, not
take place at any rate faster than the maximum interplay
rate between carriers and photons. Consequently, frequency
noise reduction only takes place at frequencies below the
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Fig. 5. Frequency fluctuation spectral density versus carrier offset for a DFB
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Fig. 7. Frequency fluctuation spectral density versus carrier offset for a
solitary DFB laser ( r 2 = 0.6. r3 = 0.0). a DFB laser with cleaved facets
and phase conjugate feedback from a short cavity (r2 = 0.6, r3 = 0.21, and
a DFB laser with an ideally coated right facet and phase conjugate feedback
from a short cavity ( T Z = O.O,r3 = 0.2).
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Fig, 6. Frequency fluctuation spectral density versus carrier offset for a
with phase conjugate feedback from a short cavity with the phase
Dm
conjugate feedback fraction as parameter.

relaxation oscillation frequency. This gives rise to two clear
facts: The PCM response does not need to be any faster than
the relaxation oscillation, and to obtain the lowest noise, the
relaxation frequency should be as high as possible. Varying
the relaxation frequency (by varying the bias), it is possible
to verify the aforementioned considerations. The results in
Fig. 5 clearly show that the noise reduction bandwidth strongly
depends on the relaxation frequency and relaxation damping,
and thereby the bias of the laser. The higher the relaxation
frequency noise.
oscillation frequency, the lower the
The influence of the P ~ M
response time is not investigated
~
here since it simply limits the reduction bandwidth. ~
both theoretical [22], [23] and experimental [22], [24] investigations have indicated possible PCM response times in the
order of nanoseconds using MQW semiconductor media.
Another factor which limits the noise reduction bandwidth
is the external feedback fraction 7-3, as illustrated in Fig. 6.
The higher the feedback, the lower the overall frequency
noise. Feedback fractions of UP to 11% have been achieved
for self-pumped PCMs in semiconductor media [25]-[28] and
even higher for externally pumped PCMs in semiconductor
media [29].
It turns out, that the optimum frequency noise reduction is
achieved if the laser is constructed with an AR-coated end
facet (Q = 0) and a butt-coupled PCM. This is illustrated

0

4

8

12

I6

20

Carrier offset frrqucncy [GHz]

Fig. 8. Phase fluctuation spectral density versus canier offset for a solitary
DFB laser and for a DFB laser with phase conjugate feedback from a short
cavity.

in Fig, where the frequency fluctuation spectral density is
given for the solitary laser, for the laser (as cleaved) with
PCF and for the laser with AR-coated end facet and
external PCF. Since the external cavity in length is matched to
compensate for the difference in refractive index, the last case
approximates the situation of a solitary laser with one normal
facet and One PCM facet. In this Optimum configuration,
reflections are not present, and the mode1
be
used to investigate strong feedback fractions as well. Stronger
feedback fractions of more than the 30% investigated here will
simply
~ improve
~ the noise
~ reduction.
d Such~strong PCF
, fractions
are*however,
to Obtain*
TO investigate the nature of the phase-locking performed by
the PCF* the Phase fluctuation Spectral density is shown in
Fig. 8 for two different bias COnditiOnS. At IOW frequencies
the freequencY noise hops very rapidly W~ardSzero, Cf.
Fig. 7. The rate at which the noise drops is important in
determining the nature Of the noise reduction. For a solitary
laser, the phase noise increases with decreasing carrier offset
frequency as f-', cf. Fig. 8. However, when the PCF is
present, the phase noise takes a finite value at zero carrier
offset as normally achieved by first-order phase locking. This
shows that by using PCF, it is possible to obtain a firstorder self-phase-locking of the laser. The zero carrier offset
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Fig. 9. Power spectral density of the emitted laser signal for a solitary DFB
laser (dashed curve) and for a DFB laser with phase conjugate feedback from
a short cavity (solid curve).

phase noise level depends on the initial linewidth of the
solitary laser as well as the actual noise reduction bandwidth.
Considering today’s lasers with 1-10 MHz linewidths or less,
the reported nanosecond response times are far adequate to
obtain an excellent noise performance. The dependency on the
noise reduction bandwidth is illustrated by varying the bias and
thereby the relaxation frequency. The phase variance, which
is the integral of the phase fluctuation spectrum, is a measure
of the total phase noise and is as low as 0.0017 rad2 and
0.0003 rad2 in the entire offset band of 20 GHz for the bias
current of two and five times the threshold, respectively.
In the power spectral domain, the consequence of this
self-phase-locking is a drastic line narrowing. The resulting
spectrum for a bias of twice the threshold, as shown in Fig. 9,
consists of a very clean carrier peak with a noise level as
low as -137 dBc/Hz well below the relaxation oscillation
frequency. For a bias of five times the threshold, the noise
level is as low as -143 dBc/Hz. The spectral width and
shape of the carrier peak depends on different external factors.
Ideally, the peak is a delta function as we have only considered
white frequency noise at low frequency-offsets. Higher order
noise such as 1/f frequency noise will, however, broaden the
peak slightly. Further, if the PCM is externally pumped, the
frequency noise of the pump sources will transfer directly to
the phase conjugate laser and thereby set a lower limit to the
spectral width. This indicates that, the PCM perferably should
be self-pumped.
Finally, it should be noted, that the same typical behavior
of the noise spectra is also achieved for Fabry-Perot lasers.
This has been investigated by setting the coupling coefficient
of the DFB laser model to zero.
V. CONCLUSION

A theoretical expression for the frequencylphase noise spectrum of semiconductor lasers with PCF has been derived. The
theoretical derivation is based on a single-mode transmissionline description of semiconductor lasers with relatively weak
external optical feedback. Further, the PCM giving the PCF is
assumed ideal with instantaneous response. This assumption is
considered reasonable since nanosecond PCM response times
have been observed in MQW semiconductor materials.

The obtained expression for the frequency noise of lasers
with PCF as compared to conventional feedback differ only in
four simple functions describing the influence of the combined
laser cavity. From these, it is seen that the PCF at steady-state
locks the phase of the light to a constant value governed by a
phase shift occurring at the PCM.
Calculations of the frequency noise spectrum have been
performed for laser systems with both long and short external
cavities. These show that, even for butt-coupled PCMs, the
frequency noise below the relaxation oscillation of the laser
is drastically reduced. Close to the carrier, the frequency
noise actually decreases toward zero. It is found that the
reduction bandwidth, assuming an ideal PCM, is governed by
the relaxation oscillation frequency of the laser and by the
amount of external feedback.
By investigating the phase noise spectrum instead of the
frequency noise spectrum, we find that the action of the PCF
corresponds to a state of first-order self-phase-locking. The
resulting phase variance of the signal from the laser with
PCF, in a 20 GHz noise bandwidth, is well below 0.002 rad2.
This should be compared to the solitary laser where the phase
variance is infinite.
The action of the PCF is also clearly seen in the power
spectrum. The spectral shape of the laser does not remain
Lorentzian but collapses to a narrow peak with a close to
carrier noise level of less than -137 dBc/Hz. Ideally, the
peak is a delta function, however, the spectral width of the
peak will, in practice, be limited by higher order noise such as
l/f frequency noise. Further, if an externally pumped PCM
is used, the spectral width of the pump sources would limit
the spectral width of the peak.
The theoretical results obtained in this paper are of great
importance for applications where highly stable laser signals
are required and where semiconductor lasers are preferred
due to compactness. The PCM offers an elegant method
for all optical phase noise reduction. With PCMs in MQW
semiconductor materials, it might be possible in the future to
implement monolithic phase conjugated semiconductor lasers
yielding signals with extremely low phase-noise.
APPENDIXA
FREQUENCY FLUCTUATION
SPECTRUM OF SEMICONDUCTOR
PHASECONJUGATE
FEEDBACK
LASERSWITH EXTERNAL

In this appendix, the expression for the frequency fluctuation
spectrum is derived for semiconductor lasers with PCF. Such
an expression does, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, not
exist in the literature. Here, we show that such an expression
can also be derived from the linearized set of rate equations.
It turns out that the expression is quite similar to that of semiconductor lasers with feedback from a conventional mirror,
as given in Section 111. The only difference appears in four
characteristic functions describing the laser system cavity as
explained in Section 111.
The rate equation description of the semiconductor laser
with PCF differs only from that of the conventional feedback
in the description of the boundary condition related to the right
facet. As described in Section 11, this boundary condition is
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given as (9)

+

A-@) = r ~ A + ( t ) r3(l - rZ)A+*(t - T )

TABLE I
LASERPARAMETERS

(25)

where the factor q 5 p c ~has been set to zero.
Linearizing A-(t) and A f ( t ) around the stationary solutions and transforming to the s-domain, the boundary condition
becomes
SA-(s) = rzSA+(s)

+ r ~ ( -1 r g ) S A + * ( - ~ ) e - ~ ~(26)
.

The linearized field equation in the s-domain is found
from [20]:

Symbol

2 . 16 SK'

bl

1.5.
m3/3
1.54. lo-''
mE/s
2 . 7 . 103 m-'
13.872. IO6 m-'

CI

a,

d
4%

0

No

0.9.IO" m-3

7~

2.9.
m2
t.
i.
9 ..
10-2'
.2ml
.
. .

-,I,.
$
w-

no
n.p

f

F ( s ) = ~ 6 A + ( s-) ;CGNGN(s)A,+
- fD[TLSA-(S) - SA+(S)].

ti9

nP

(27)

d
W

I

Inserting (26), (27) becomes

F ( s ) = b A + ( s ) [ s- f D r L r 2 + fD]
- ;CG~SN(S)A$
- fDTLT3(1 - rg)6A+*(-s)e-ST.

I 2.12. lo-"
I

s-'m3

1.2161 . 10" radJs

Name
Recombination constant
Recombination constant
Recombination constant
Internal loss pr. unit length
n / A , where A is the grating period
Phase of the grating a t I = 0
Carrier density a t transparency
Gain coefficient
&in

cwtliri-t
............

I Angular frequency change with carrier density
1 Reference frequency at transparmrv
I Reference refractive index

3.3
2.0
- 1 . IO-% m3
5 . io3 m-'

~~

3.75
0.15 pm
3.3 pm
400 pm

I

1 Spontaneous emission factor
I Refractive index dependency of A'
I Coupling coefficient
~

Group index
Thickness of active layer
Width of the active layer
Length of the active layer

From this, we find the following set of linearized rate equations:
(28)

Equation (11) is still valid for external PCF, since the
derivation of the expression is only based on the connection
between the amount of photons in the laser cavity and the
electric field at the first mirror [20]. The linearization of (1 1)
gives the following two relations [20]:
P, = gIA$I2
6 P ( t ) = a2A:S(A+(t)l.

Value

a,

(29)
(30)

(37)
where the characteristic functions of the external cavity are
given as

+

(31)

= R e ( g l ) - 0.5~3(1- rg)(g2 gg)e-jwbT
(38)
~ Z , P C M= - Im(g1) 0.5jr3(1 - rg)(g2 - g l ) e - j w h T (39)
~ ~ , P C=
M - Im(g1) - 0.5jr3(1- ri)(g2 - g2+)e-jwhT

linearizing it to the first-order, inserting (29) and (30), and
transforming to the s-domain gives

(40)
g;)e-jWhT. (41)

+

Describing A + @ ) as
A+(t)= IA+(t)le~'(~)

A+
SA+(s) = 2 { 6 P ( s ) 2jPs6q5(s)}.
(32)
2Ps
By complex conjugating (32) and changing the sign of s, we
find
A+
SA+*(-s) = 2 { 6 P ( ~-)2 j P S 6 4 ( s ) } .
(33)
2PS
Using these relations for 6A+(s) and 6A+*(-s) in the field
equation (28) gives

+

A+
F ( s ) = - J - { 6 p ( s ) + ~ ~ P s ~ $ ' ( S-)f}D[r LST 2

+ fD]

2ps
1
--CGN6~(s)~,+
2
A+
- fDTLT3(1- r i ) 2 { 6 P ( s )-j2PSS$(s)}e-'".
2PS
(34)

The Langevin noise function F ( s ) can be divided into an
amplitude F p ( s ) and phase F'(S) part using the correlation
relations for the Langevin noise functions
FP(S)

f1,PcM

= -P{SF ( s )

A,+

F'(S) = - -{F(s)
jPS
2A,f

+ F*(-s)}
- F*(-s)}.

f4,PCM

=Re(gl)

+ 0.5r3(1 -

Tg)(g2

+

The expression for the double sideband frequency fluctuation
spectrum is derived following the procedure of [21]:

It should be emphasized, that the set of linearized rate equations (37), and the expression for the frequency fluctuation
spectrum (42) are general. It is only the characteristic functions
that differ from system to system.

APPENDIXB
LASERMATERIALPARAMETERS
In this appendix, the material parameters of the laser which
has been used in the calculations are listed in Table I.
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